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A new strict hierarchy for the pseudovariety of aperiodic monoids is described.
The nth level of the hierarchy is the pseudovariety of all divisors of monoids of full
transformations of finite chains respecting some n-chain of inter¨ als. The levels can
be obtained by iterated semidirect product of the first level. The associated
hierarchy corresponding to taking partial transformations is also considered and
appears intermingled with the above hierarchy. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
In finite semigroup theory it should not be surprising that semigroups of
transformations of a finite chain play a special role. In a broad sense, every
pseudovariety of finite semigroups is generated by its semigroups of this
w xtype 6 . The relevant question that arises concerns identifying the special
properties of transformations associated with specific pseudovarieties, and,
conversely, for natural properties of the transformations, to determine the
pseudovarieties generated by the semigroups of transformations of finite
chains with those properties.
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w xAn early example of a result in this direction is due to Straubing 14 : a
finite monoid is J-trivial if and only if it divides some monoid of transfor-
mations of a finite chain which decrease and preserve the order. This is a
w xnontrivial result which was initially proved using Simon's theorem 12
characterizing piecewise testable languages as those whose syntactic
monoids are J-trivial, was later recognized to be equivalent to Simon's
w xtheorem 14, 15 , and a related result was eventually given a direct
w xalgebraic proof 15 .
A much easier observation is that a finite monoid is R-trivial if and only
if it divides some monoid of decreasing transformations of a finite chain
w x10 . This led J.-E. Pin to propose in the Szeged Colloquium on Semi-
groups in 1987 the study of the pseudovariety O of all divisors of monoids
of order-preserving transformations of a finite chain, asking whether O
coincides with the pseudovariety A of all finite aperiodic monoids. This
problem has been considered by the second author who showed that in
fact even PO m A for the pseudovariety PO of all divisors of monoids of
w x worder-preserving partial transformations of a finite chain 8 . See also 16,
x7, 3 for related results.
w xWhile the paper 8 spawned interest in the pseudovarieties O and PO,
about whose membership problem little is known, it also suggested recon-
sidering Pin's original problem by replacing order-preserving transforma-
tions by some other suitable and ``natural'' type of transformations of a
finite chain. The present paper provides one possible solution of this
problem. We show that there is a strict hierarchy of pseudovarieties
starting at O and whose union is A. The levels of the hierarchy are
naturally defined as pseudovarieties generated by monoids of transforma-
tions of a finite chain C which behave well with respect to a chain of
interval partitions of C. They turn out to be obtained from O by iterated
semidirect product with itself. There is a corresponding hierarchy when
partial transformations are considered. It starts at PO and its union is
again A. Each level of the PO-hierarchy is obtained by semidirect product
of the pseudovariety Sl of finite semilattices with the corresponding level
in the O-hierarchy.
In this paper, the fact that we work with monoids rather than semi-
groups means no loss of generality as all pseudovarieties we consider are
 w x.generated by monoids cf. 1, Chap. 7 .
w xThe reader is referred to 10, 1 for undefined notation and terminology.
We just briefly recall here some basic notation and definitions. A monoid
S di¨ ides a monoid T and we write S ¬ T if S is a homomorphic image of a
submonoid of T. A class of finite monoids closed under taking finite direct
products and divisors is called a pseudo¨ ariety. In particular, the pseudo¨ a-
riety generated by a class C of finite monoids which is closed under taking
finite direct products is the class of all divisors of C.
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Let A be a finite set and denote by AU the free monoid on the alphabet
A. The completion of AU with respect to the uniform structure defined by
all congruences of finite index is denoted V M where M stands for theA
pseudovariety of all finite monoids. This completion is the free profinite
monoid on A. The members p of V M may be viewed as A-ary implicitA
 .operations p on M: for each S g M and each function w : A ª S,S S g M
 .  .define p w to be w p where w is the unique extension of w to aÃ ÃS
continuous homomorphism w : V M ª S. The name implicit operation isÃ A
 .to indicate that p is a new operation on M whose considerationS S g M
does not waste any homomorphisms between elements of M.
Among implicit operations, we have of course those which correspond to
elements of AU , which are said to be explicit because they constitute the
U submonoid of A generated by the component projections which corre-
.spond to the elements of A . Another important example is the unary
operation given by x v: for S g M and s g S, sv denotes the unique
idempotent power of s. For the purposes of this paper, it will be sufficient
to consider implicit operations built up from A using just the product and
the v-power.
A formal equality p s r with p , r g V M for some finite alphabet AA
is said to be a pseudoidentity; it holds in a given S g M if p s r and weS S
w xthen write S * p s r. Reiterman 11 showed that every pseudovariety is
defined by some set S of pseudoidentities as the class of all finite monoids
which satisfy all pseudoidentities from S. In particular, for two pseudovari-
eties V and W, V : W if and only if V satisfies all pseudoidentities which
 .hold in W. We use in this paper the easy only if half of this statement to
distinguish pseudovarieties.
 .  .2. THE MONOIDS M C, P AND PM C, P
For a set X, denote by T and PT , respectively, the monoids of all fullX X
and all partial transformations of X.
Let C be a chain and P a partition of C into intervals. We say that
a g PT preser¨ es P if for each P-class p of C there exists a P-class q ofC
wC such that pa : q. The class of P-preserving transformations resp.
x w xpartial transformations evidently forms a submonoid of T resp. PT .C C
We note that, regarding C as a semilattice, each interval partition P of
C consists of the classes of a congruence on C, and conversely. Hence,
regarding P as a congruence, the factor chain CrP is a well-defined
semilattice.
If P and Q are two partitions of C into intervals we say that P precedes
Q, denoted P $ Q, if each Q-class is a union of P-classes; that is, regarded
as a congruence, P saturates Q. The congruence Q induces a congruence
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QrP on the quotient CrP and, by the standard isomorphism theorem,
 .  . <CrP r QrP , CrQ. If D is a subchain of C then by P we shallD
 .mean the interval partition of D the classes of which are the nonempty
intervals p l D of D where p denotes an arbitrary class of the partition
P.
By an n-chain of inter¨ al partitions of C we shall mean a chain of n q 2
partitions of C
 4P s P $ P $ ??? $ P $ P ,0 1 n nq1
where P is the trivial partition of C into singletons and P is the0 nq1
universal partition the single class of which is C itself.
Let T be the monoid of all a g PT which preserve each of theC
 . partitions P 1 F i F n the trivial and universal partitions are automati-i
.cally preserved by every a g PT . Each a g T induces a well-definedC
transformation a on CrP . We say that a g T respects the n-chain P if ai i
satisfies the following condition:
<For each P class p of CrP , a is order-preser¨ ing ; that is to say ,piq1 i i
whene¨er x , y g p with x F y then xa F ya 0 F i F n , pro¨ided 1 .  .i i
both sides of the latter inequality are defined.
 .The reader should take care to note that in condition 1 the P -class piq1
is regarded as a union of P -classes, and so the elements x, y in questioni
 .are themselves classes, and not singletons unless i s 0 . We do not
presume that a itself acts in an order-preserving manner on p regarded as
 .a subchain of C. Upon taking i s n in condition 1 we see that since the
 .chain CrP has only one P -class C itself the mapping a : CrP ªn nq1 n n
CrP is order-preserving.n
 .Since the set of mappings in T satisfying condition 1 is clearly closed
under composition we arrive at the following
DEFINITION 1. Let P be an n-chain of interval partitions of a chain C.
 . w  .x w xDenote by M C, P resp. PM C, P the monoid of all full resp. partial
n wtransformations which preserve and respect the n-chain P. Let O resp.
n xPO denote the pseudovariety of all finite semigroups generated by the
 . w  .xmonoids M C, P resp. PM C, P where P is an n-chain of interval
partitions of some finite chain C.
 .It is clear that any restriction of a transformation partial or full which
preserves and respects P will also preserve and respect P. Conversely we
 .  .shall verify that any g g PM C, P can be extended to some G g M C, P
<such that G s g . The proof involves the idea of mappings respectingdom g
n-chain interval partitions between different sets.
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DEFINITION 2. Let C and C be finite chains with respective n-chains1 2
 4 of interval partitions P s P $ P $ ??? $ P $ P and Q s Q $0 1 n nq1 0
4Q $ ??? $ Q $ Q . We say that a partial mapping a : X ª Y with1 n nq1
 .X : C , Y : C preserves the pair of n-chains P, Q if for each P -class p1 2 i
there exists a Q -class q such that pa : q. The mapping a then inducesi
well-defined partial mappings a from C rP to C rQ under whichi 1 i 2 i
 .p ¬ q. We then say that such an a respects the pair of n-chains P, Q if
 .and only if a satisfies condition 1 .
Denote the collection of mappings satisfying the previous definition by
N.
LEMMA 1. For each g : X ª Y a member of N there exists a total
<mapping G : C ª C in N such that g s G .X1 2
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. For n s 0, a is simply an
order-preserving map. For each x g C let x be the least bound in C of1 1
the set of members of the domain of g which lie below x, if this exists, and
put x s 1 otherwise where we denote the least member of both C and1
.C by the symbol 1 . That is:2
 4  4x s lub x , where x s y g dom g : y F x j 1 . .x x
Define xG s xg with the proviso that, if 1 f dom g then 1G s 1.
<Clearly G : C ª C and by construction G s g . Now take anydom g1 2
x, y g C with x F y. Then x F x F y whence x F y. Hence, if x g X1
then xG s xg F yg s yG. On the other hand, x f X if and only if x s 1
f X in which case xG s 1 F yG. Therefore in any case G is also order-
preserving.
Next consider the case where n G 1. By the argument of the previous
paragraph the mapping g which is a partial order-preserving mappingn
from C rP to C rQ can be extended to a total order-preserving map-1 n 2 n
ping G : C rP ª C rQ .n 1 n 2 n
<Now let p denote a typical P -class with pG s q. Noting that P andpn n n
<Q are universal partitions of p and q, respectively, we consider theqn
 .n y 1 -chain interval partitions of p and of q induced by P and Q,
respectively:
X < < <P s P $ P $ ??? $ P and 4p p p0 1 n
X < < <Q s Q $ Q $ ??? $ Q . 4q q q0 1 n
 .By induction we infer that there exists a total mapping G p : p ª q which
<  X X .extends g and which preserves and respects the partition pair P , Q .p
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Let G : C ª C be defined as1 2
G s G p , .D
p
where the union is over all members p of the partition P . By constructionn
 .G is an extension of g which preserves and respects the pair P, Q , thus
completing the proof.
 .COROLLARY 2. The monoid PM C, P consists of all the restrictions of
 .members of M C, P to subsets of C.
Proof. It has already been observed that any restriction of a member of
 .  .M C, P to some subset of C is a member of PM C, P . The converse
follows from Lemma 1 upon taking C s C s C.1 2
 .  .PROPOSITION 3. The monoids M C, P and PM C, P are aperiodic.
 .Proof. We begin with M C, P . If P is a 0-chain, then M is the monoid
O of order-preserving transformations of C and is certainly aperiodic.C
 .Otherwise take x g C with p as the P -class of x. Let a g M C, P . Ifn
xa f p then, since a induces an order-preserving mapping on CrP , itn n
follows that pa k / p, and hence xa k / x for all k G 1, and so x is not an
point of some nontrivial cycle of the graph of a . Otherwise xa g p,
<  < . <whence pa : p, in which case a g M p, P , where P is the n-chainp p p
<partition of p induced by P. Since however P is universal, deletion ofpn
<  .P yields an n y 1 -chain interval partition of p which is preservedpnq1
< kand respected by a . It follows by induction on n that xa s x for somep
 .k G 1 if and only if xa s x; that is to say, that M C, P is aperiodic.
 .Finally suppose that g g PM C, P . By Lemma 1 there exists G g
 . <M C, P such that g s G . By the preceding paragraph there exists adom g
positive integer k such that G k s G kq1. Let t be the least positive integer
t ` s  4such that dom g s F dom g . Put m s max k, t . Then for any x gss1
dom g we have xg m is defined if and only if xg mq 1 is defined in which
case xg m s xG m s xG mq 1 s xg mq 1, whence it follows that g m s g mq 1
and g is aperiodic.
1 w 1 x n nWe note that O s O resp. PO s PO and that O : PO for all
n G 1. Moreover, any n-chain P of interval partitions of C may be
 .extended to an m-chain Q m G n by adjoining the chain P s P snq1 nq2
 .  . w  .  .x??? s P , and then M C, P s M C, Q resp. PM C, P s PM C, Q .mq 1
n nq1 w n nq1 xIt follows in particular that O : O resp. PO : PO .
Next, let C and C be two disjoint chains with n-chain partitions P and1 2
Q, respectively. Let C be the chain C j C with ordering induced by1 2
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C - C . Then C has an n-chain partition:1 2
 4P j Q s P j Q $ P j Q $ ??? $ P j Q $ C . 40 0 1 1 n n
We then have an embedding
M C , P = M C , Q ¨ M C , P j Q .  .  .1 2
via a , a ¬ a a g M C , P , .  . .1 2 j j
<  .where a s a j s 1, 2 . A similar comment applies to direct productsC jj
 . n wof monoids PM C, P . We conclude that the pseudovarieties O resp.
n x  . w  .xPO consist entirely of the divisors of monoids M C, P resp. PM C, P
where P is an n-chain partition of a finite chain C.
EXAMPLE 1. Later we shall show that PO : O2. Given this, the follow-
ing example shows this inclusion to be strict.
Let S be the subsemigroup of T generated by the three idempotents:4
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4e s , f s , g s . /  /  /1 2 1 2 3 4 3 4 1 1 4 4
w xIt is known 8 that S is a nine-element L-trivial semigroup which does
not lie in PO. However, S g O2. To see this, consider the chain in the
 4  4natural order: C s 1, 2, 3, 4 , and the 1-chain partition: P s P , P , P ,0 1 2
 4  44where P s 1, 2 , 3, 4 .1
We call the two classes of P by the names A and B, respectively. Each1
of the generators e, f , and g preserve P -classes and, as always, P - and1 0
.  .P -classes . Also, for each of the P -classes p p s A or B of CrP s C,2 1 0
< <   4.  .a s a is order-preserving a g e, f , g . Finally, for the uniquep p0
P -class C of CrP , each of e , f , and g is order-preserving:2 1 1 1 1
A B A B A Be s , f s , g s .1 1 1 /  /  /A A B B A B
Hence S g O2. Note that each of e and f are not order-preserving
mappings of C.
By the semidirect product of two pseudovarieties of monoids V and W we
mean the pseudovariety V)W generated by all semidirect products M) N
with M g V and N g W. Equivalently, V)W is the pseudovariety gener-
ated by all monoids W given by wreath products
P = Q, W s P , M ( Q, N .  .  .
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 .  .of monoids P, M and Q, N of partial transformations with M g V and
N g W, that is, the class of all finite monoids which divide such a monoid
W. In particular, the semidirect product of pseudovarieties is an associative
operation. The following theorem will be proved in Section 3. It justifies
the notation O n and POn by showing that these pseudovarieties are,
respectively, the nth semidirect power of O and PO.
THEOREM 4. For e¨ery n G 1, O nq1 s O)On s O n )O and POnq1 s
PO)POn s POn )PO.
The second equality in both cases follows from the first by induction
together with the associativity of the wreath product. The inclusions
n nq1 w n nq1 xO)O : O PO)PO : PO present no real problem. The reverse
inclusion does, however, present us with a difficulty due to the differing
 .  .interval lengths within partitions of a monoid M C, P or PM C, P . For
monoids of partial mappings this is easily overcome as the assumption of
``uniformity'' in the partition can be made without loss of generality since
the underlying domains can be extended where necessary without the need
 .to extend the actions of the mappings. For the monoids M C, P , however,
we need the following lemma.
 .  . LEMMA 5 Uniform Extension Lemma . Gi¨ en M s M C, P , P s P0
4  .  .$ P $ ??? $ P $ P then there exists M K, Q such that M ¨ M K, Q1 n nq1
 4where C is a subchain of K and where Q s Q $ Q $ ??? $ Q $ Q0 1 n nq1
is a uniform partition in that each Q -class consists of a fixed number k ofiq1
Q -classes, where 0 F i F n and k is independent of i.i
Proof. We take k to be the maximum value of the number of P -iq1
classes in some P -class as i ranges from 0 to n. We recursively construct ai
sequence of n-chains, with Q s P, an n-chain partition of K s C;0 0
Qi s Qi $ Qi $ ??? $ Qi $ Qi 40 1 n nq1
an n-chain partition of K i such that K iy1 is a subchain of K i and each of
i i  . ithe partitions Q , . . . , Q i G 1 having the property that each Q -class1 i j
 . i i < iy11 F j F i consists of k Q -classes. Moreover the restrictions Q sKjy1 j
iy1 i  i i.Q . Further, we extend each a g M to a g M K , Q in such a wayj
i < iy1 iy1that a s a . Having done this, we complete the proof by takingK
K s K nq1, Q s Qnq1, and a ¬ a nq1 as the required injection.
i i  .Suppose then that we have such a Q and K i G 0 . Let R be a typical
Qi -class consisting of t F k Qi-classes. If t s k then R is taken as aiq1 i
Qiq1-class as it stands. Otherwise k y t G 1. We adjoin k y t ``copies'' ofiq1
i < < the final Q -class S of R to the right of R as follows: if S s r we writei
 ..  . S s 1, 2, . . . , r we successively adjoin k y t r-sets, S , S , . . . , S we1 2 kyt
 .. iq1write S s 1 q xr, 2 q xr, . . . , r q xr . Each S is to be a Q -class, ax x i
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class of the extended class RX of R which is to be a Qiq1-class of Qiq1,iq1
consisting of k Qiq1-classes. Each of S , . . . , S is to have the samei 1 kyt
i  .``class structure'' as S, meaning that, for each Q -class of S j F i y 1 ,j
 . X T s a, a q 1, . . . , a q b say; then T s a q xr, a q 1 q xr, . . . , a q b q
. iq1 i iq1xr is also to be a Q -class. Each Q -class is also a Q -class.j j j
We take K iq1 as the chain formed by extending all such Qi -classes R.iq1
By construction, the partition Qiq1 formed as above has each Qiq1-classj
of cardinality k for all 1 F j F i q 1, as required.
iq1  iq1 iq1. iNext we define a g M K , Q by defining the extension of a
iq1 X  . iq1 ito a on the typical extended interval T by putting s q xr a s sa .
 iq1 0 .Note that ran a : K s C.
The mapping a ¬ a nq1 is clearly injective as a nq1 extends a . To see
 .that it is a homomorphism take t q xr g S 0 F x F k y t and let a , bx
g M. Then
iq1 i i i i iq1 iq1 iq1t q xr ab s t ab s ta b s ta b s t q xr a b , .  .  .  .  .  .
 .nq1 nq1 nq1 iand it thus follows that ab s a b . Since, by construction, a
i i nq1  nq1 nq1.preserves and respects the n-chain Q of K , a g M K , Q ,
thus completing the proof.
3. WREATH PRODUCTS
Let S and T be two monoids of full transformations, acting, respectively,
 .  .on the sets P and Q. Recall that their wreath product P, S ( Q, T is the
 . Qtransformation monoid P = Q, W where W s S )T is the natural
semidirect product with multiplication given by
f , t ? f , t s f t1 f , t t f , f g SQ ; t , t g T , .  .  . .1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
t1 Q  .where f g S is the mapping described by q g Q ¬ qt f ; the action2 1 2
of W on P = Q is given by
p , q f , t s p qf , qt p g P ; q g Q; f g SQ ; t g T . .  .  . .  .
Often, the left factor in a wreath product of transformation monoids is
given by the right regular representation of a monoid. Then, in the finite
case, the following notation may be more convenient. Let S be a finite
monoid, T a finite submonoid of the finite full transformation monoid T .m
 .  4 .Then the monoid S(T of the wreath product S, S ( 1, 2, . . . , m , T , has
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an underlying set
S(T s x , . . . , x ; y , x g S, y g T , 4 .1 m i
where
x , . . . , x ; y z , . . . , z ; w s x z , x z , . . . , x z ; yw . .  .  .1 m 1 m 1 1 y 2 2 y m m y
 .  .We shall on occasion abbreviate x , x , . . . , x ; y to x; y .1 2 m
 4  .LEMMA 6. Let S be the two-element monoid S s 0, 1 , let M s M C, P ,
 .and let PM s PM C, P for some chain of inter¨ al partitions P of some finite
chain C. Then PM ¬ S( M.
 4Proof. Let C s 1, 2, . . . , m . We define a relation ; on S( M by
X s x , x , . . . , x ; y ; z , z , . . . , z ; w s Z .  .1 2 m 1 2 m
< < if x s z for all i s 1, 2, . . . , m, and y s w , where D s D s i : x sD Di i X i
41 .
Clearly ; is an equivalence. Suppose that X ; Z and T s t , . . . ,1
.t ; u . Then:m
XT s x t , x t , . . . , x t ; yu and .1 1u 2 2 u m mu
ZT s z t , z t , . . . , z t ; wu . .1 1u 2 2 u m mu
Now x s z for all i s 1, 2, . . . , m implies that x t s z t for all i si i i iu i iu
1, 2, . . . , m which is equivalent to D s D . Now D : D s D , andX T ZT X T X Z
< < < < < <y s w which implies that y s w , whence yu s wu .D D D D D DX X X T ZT X T X T
Therefore XT ; ZT , and ; is a right congruence.
 . Next, TX s t x , t x , . . . , t x ; uy and TZ s t z , t z , . . . ,1 1u 2 2 u m mu 1 1u 2 2 u
.  .  .t z ; uw . Now t x s 1 m t s 1 s x m t s 1 s z m t z s 1.m mu i iu i iu i iu i iu
< <Hence D s D , and since D s D , it follows that uy s uw ,D DT X T Z X Z T X T Z
and so we conclude that ; is a congruence.
Next we prove that S( Mr;, PM. Write X to denote the ; -class of
X g S( M.
Let a : S( Mr;ª PM be defined by X ¬ x, where dom x s D andX
 .x s y ¬ D , where X s x; y . By definition of ; , this is independent ofX
the representative of X. Also, x g PM since a restriction of any member
 .  .  .of M C, P to some subset of C belongs to PM. Next, if a X s a Z
< <this implies that D s D and y s w m X ; Z, and so a isD DX Z X X
injective. To see that a is onto, take x g PM and let y g M such that
<  .  .x s y . Such a y exists by Corollary 2 . By taking X s x; y g S( Mdom x
 .such that D s dom x we obtain a X s x, as required. Finally a is aX
homomorphism as
a XZ s a x z , x z , . . . , x z ; yw , . .  .1 1 y 2 2 y m m y
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 .  4  . <  .  .and dom XZ s i : x s 1 s z , a XZ s yw . Now a X a Z sDi i y X Z
< <  .y w , and so it suffices to check that the domains of a XZ andD DX Z
 .  .a X a Z coincide. Now
i g dom a X a Z m i g D & i ? y g D m x s 1 s z , .  .  . . X Z i i y
  .  ..   ..  .  .so that dom a X a Z s dom a XZ . Hence we see that a X a Z
 .s a XZ . This completes the proof.
Lemma 6 serves to show that POn : Sl)On, where Sl denotes the
pseudovariety of all semilattices. To prove the converse, we actually prove
that Sl)POn : POn for which we need to deal with the wreath product of
 .  .two partial transformation monoids P, S and Q, T . The definition is
somewhat more technical than in the full transformation case. Following
w xEilenberg 6, Sect. I.10 , we first consider the standard one-point comple-
c c Ê .  .  4tion Q , T of Q, T , where Q s Q j ` , ` becoming any image which
was undefined in the action of T on Q. We then define the wreath product
 .  .  .P, S ( Q, T as the partial transformation monoid P = Q, W where
now W is the quotient SQ
c)Tr; of the natural semidirect product by the
congruence
< <f , t ; f , t if t s t and f s f . .  . Q Q1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
In particular, for a monoid S, to obtain the monoid S( PM of the
 .  .wreath product S, S ( C, PM , we regard elements of PM as total map-
pings by use of the one-point completion of the base set C. This embeds
 c. PM in T C which is not presumed to be a monoid of mappings which
c .preserve some n-chain partition}indeed C is not a chain . In the next
lemma, we do not have to worry about taking S( PM as a quotient of a
natural semidirect product, since a division is obtained even without taking
a quotient. But, later on, the specific quotient in question will play a role.
 4LEMMA 7. Let S s 0, 1 be the two-element monoid with identity element
C c  . 1. Then the mapping a : S ) PM ª PM = PM whereby x; y s x , x ,1 2
.  < .. . . , x ; y ¬ y , y is an injecti¨ e homomorphism. Hence S( PM ¬ PM =Dm
PM.
Proof. The injectivity of a is clear. Under a the typical product
 . .  < .  .  .XZ s x; y z; w ¬ yw , yw . On the other hand x; y a z; w a sD X Z
 < . < .  < < .y , y w , w s y w , yw . It has already been observed, how-D D D DX Z X Z
< < <ever, that the domains of the two functions y w and yw coincide,D D DX Z X Z
and so the proof is complete.
This all serves to demonstrate a simple interleaving between the pseu-
dovarieties O n and POn. Let R denote the pseudovariety of all finite
R-trivial semigroups.
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THEOREM 8. Sl)On s POn s Sl)POn s R)POn for all n G 1. More-
o¨er O n : POn : O)On.
Proof. We use associativity of the wreath product together with the fact
that a wreath product of divisors of two semigroups S and T is a divisor of
w xS(T 6 . We also use that the wreath product and division closure of S,
the two-element monoid, is exactly the class of all finite R-trivial semi-
w xgroups 13, 6 .
Let U g R and T g POn. Then there are a wreath kth power S k . s
S( ??? (S of the two-element monoid S and some generator PM of POn
such that U(T ¬ S k .( PM. Lemma 7 then shows that, by induction on k,
S k .( PM g POn. Hence R)POn : POn. Since, by Lemma 6, we know
that POn : Sl)On we obtain
Sl)On : Sl)POn : R)POn : POn : Sl)On
giving equality throughout and thus yielding the first statement of the
theorem. To see the second we need only observe that:
n n n nO : PO s Sl)O : O)O .
We may now prove Theorem 4 whose statement we recall for the
reader's convenience.
THEOREM 4. For e¨ery n G 1, O nq1 s O)On s O n )O and POnq1 s
PO)POn s POn )PO.
Proof. We give only the proof of POnq1 s PO)POn s POn )PO. The
case of full transformations is similar taking into account the Uniform
Extension Lemma.
The second equality follows from the first one by induction since the
semidirect product is associative.
 4  .Let C be a finite chain, P s P $ P $ ??? $ P an n q 1 -chain0 1 nq2
 .of interval partitions of C, and let M s PM C, P . We show that M g
PO)POn.
Without loss of generality, by adding extra points if necessary, we may as
well assume that P is a uniform partition in the sense that all intervals of1
C that determine the classes of P have the same length. In the case of1
full transformations, the existence of such a uniform partition is not
obvious, but the difficulty is overcome with the help of the Uniform
Extension Lemma up to a suitable embedding of the given monoid. Let N
be the monoid of all partial transformations of CrP respecting the1
 4 nn-chain of interval partitions P $ ??? $ P . Then N g PO and the1 nq2
mapping
c : M ª N
a ¬ a the transformation induced on CrP by a .1 1
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is clearly an onto homomorphism. Any P -class I of C is order-isomorphic1
to a fixed chain D, say under an order-isomorphism u : I ª D. GivenI
a g M and a P -class I of C, denote by a the partial transformation of1 I
D given by
a s uy1au , 2 .I I J
where J is the P -class of any ca with c g I l dom a if such a c exists1
 y1  .and a s B otherwise in which case u a is already empty and so 2I I
.holds with any J .
Let U be the monoid of all partial order-preserving transformations of
the chain D. Let E s CrP and let Ec be obtained from E by adjoining1
one point `. Viewing ` as a fixed point and as the image of any point on
which g g N is undefined, N is represented as a monoid of full transfor-
c  .  .mations of E . Then the monoid of the wreath product D, U ( E, N is a
quotient of the semidirect product U E
c) N with action given by
Ig f s Ig f for I g Ec , g g N , and f g U E c , .
The quotient is determined by the congruence
< <f , g ; g , d if g s d and f s g . .  . E E
We claim that
U E
c) Nr; is isomorphic to M . 3 .
To prove this, let
w : f , g g U E c) N ¬ u If uy1 . 4 .  .  .D I Ig
IgE
From the definition of U, N, and M, it follows that the mapping w
assumes its values in M. Noting that
u If Ig g uy1 if J s Ig .  .I Igdy1 y1u If u ? u Jg u s .  .I Ig J Jd  B otherwise
an easy calculation shows that w is a homomorphism. For a g M, from
the definition of a , it follows thatI
a s u a uy1 s w f , g , .D I I Ig
IgE
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 . E cwhere g s c a and f g U is any mapping such that If s a for everyI
 .I g E. Hence w is onto. Thus, to establish 3 , it remains to observe that
the congruence ; is the kernel of w, which is immediate since the union
 .in 4 is disjoint and each u is a bijection.I
The above proves that M g PO)POn, showing that POnq1 : PO)POn.
Conversely, let D and E be finite chains, let U be the monoid of all
X  X X 4partial order-preserving mappings of D, let P s P $ ??? $ P be an0 nq1
 X.n-chain of interval partitions of E, and let N s PM E, P . Let C be the
chain obtained as the lexicographic product E = D corresponding to
.  4blowing up each point of E to a copy of D and let P s P $ ??? $ P0 nq2
 .where P is the partition of C into singletons and each P i s 1, . . . , n q 20 i
is the partition of C s E = D in which two elements lie in the same class
if their E-components lie in the same PX -class. Then the first part of theiy1
  ..  .  .proof cf. 3 shows that the monoid of the wreath product D, U ( E, N
 .is isomorphic with the monoid M s PM C, P . Since every monoid in
PO)POn is a divisor of such a monoid, this shows that PO)POn : POnq1,
as desired.
wCombining with the aperiodic part of the Krohn]Rhodes Theorem 9,
x1 , which shows that the pseudovariety A of all finite aperiodic monoids is
the smallest pseudovariety closed under semidirect product containing the
three-element monoid R1 g O, where R is a two-element right-zero2 2
 1semigroup in other words, R is the semigroup of all order-preserving2
.mappings of the two-element chain , we obtain the following.
COROLLARY 9. The pseudo¨ ariety A is the union of the chain
2 2 n nO : PO : O : PO : ??? : O : PO : ??? . 5 .
4. THE POSITION OF L RELATIVE TO THE HIERARCHY
w x  UThe pseudovariety O is known to be self-dual 8 the dual V of a
pseudovariety V consists of all left-right duals, obtained by transposition of
.the multiplication tables, of the members of V and to contain the
w x w xpseudovarieties of all bands 8, 16 , all J-trivial semigroups 14 , all locally
 w x.trivial semigroups as can be easily deduced from the results of 16 , and
w x w xsemigroups of arbitrary dot depth 3 , but neither of R nor L 8 . On the
w xother hand, PO contains R, but not L 8 .
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Moreover, the pseudovariety LSl of all local semilattices is not in O. To
 4 Uprove this, consider the alphabet A s a, b and put S s A r; where4
< < < <u ; ¨ if u , ¨ G 4 and u and ¨ share the same factors of length 4, the4
same prefixes of length 3, and the same suffixes of length 3. Then S is a
 w x.local semilattice cf. 10, Sect. 5.2.1 but fails to satisfy a known pseu-
doidentity of O since
4 44 4u s a bab is not equal to a b bab s ¨ in S .  .
as a2 b2 is a factor of length 4 of ¨ , but not of u. By inspection, a4 and
 .4bab represent idempotents in S, and so in S we have
v vv va bab / a b bab .  .
w xwhereas the equality always holds in O 8 . On the other hand, LSl is in PO
as it is known to equal Sl)D, where D is the pseudovariety of all
semigroups the idempotents of which are right zeros, which is in O,
whence this semidirect product pseudovariety lies in PO by Lemma 6. By
symmetry we conclude that LSl : PO l POU , even though LSI ­ O.
In this section, we show that, while L : D O n by Corollary 9, L is notnG1
contained in any of the O n. This implies, in particular, that the hierarchy
of the O n is strict.
We start by exhibiting some suitable upperbounds for the O n.
PROPOSITION 10. For e¨ery k G 1, O k satisfies the pseudoidentity
v v2 2u ¨ f ¨ f s u ¨ f , 6 . .  .k k k k k k k k
where
v¡u s 1¡ u s x w x w u .  . .1 kq1 1 k 1 k k~~¨ s x ¨ s w ¨ .1 1 kq1 k k
v¢ ¢f s e s z f s w f .1 kq1 k k
and w : V M ª V M is the continuous homomorphismk  x , . . . , x , z4  x , . . . , x , z41 k 1 kq1
defined recursi¨ ely by
w : z ¬ x ek kq1
v
x ¬ x x w z . .k i iq1 k
v
x ¬ x x w x i s k y 1, . . . , 1 . .  . .i i iq1 k iq1
It is perhaps worth writing down explicitly the first few pseudoidentities
 .given by 6 . Of course, there is an exponential growth in the graphical
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length of these pseudoidentities and they very quickly become unreadable
in expanded form. For k s 1, 2, 3, they are, respectively:
v v2 2x e x e s x e .  .1 1 1
v vv v v vv v2 2 2 2 2x x e x x e x x e x e x x e x e .  . .  .  .  . /  /1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2
v vv v v v2 2 2 2s x x e x x e x x e x e . .  .  . /  /1 2 1 2 1 2 2
vv vv v2 2 2 2 2x x x e x x x e .  . /  /1 2 3 1 2 3 / 
vv vv v v v2 2 2 2?x x x e x x e x x e x e . .  .  . /  /1 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 /
vv2 2? x x x e . /1 2 3
v vv v vv2 2 2 2? x x e x x e x e x x x e . .  .  . /  /2 3 2 3 3 1 2 3
vv vv v vv v2 2 2? x x e x x e x e x x e x e .  . .  .  . /  /2 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 /
v v vv v v v vv2 2 2 2 2 2? x x x e x x e x x e x e x x e x e . .  .  .  .  . /  /  /1 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 3
vvv2 2 2s x x x e . /1 2 3 /
vv v vv v v v v2 2 2 2 2 2? x x x e x x x e x x e x x e x e . .  .  .  . /  /  /1 2 3 1 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 /
v vv v v v2 2 2 2? x x x e x x e x x e x e . .  .  . /  /1 2 3 2 3 2 3 3
v vv v v v2 2 2 3?x x x e x x e x x e x e . .  .  . /  /1 2 3 2 3 2 3 3
vvv v2? x x e x e . . . /2 3 3 /
 .Proof. For k s 1, the pseudoidentity 6 becomes
v v2 2x e xe s x e 7 .  .  .
 .v v  .v vwhich follows from the pseudoidentity yxy yx s yxy x discovered
w xby the second author 8 and which is known to be valid in O: multiply both
sides on the left by y, take y s x , x s e, and use aperiodicity.1
k  . kq1Proceeding inductively, suppose O satisfies 6 . We show that O
satisfies
v v2 2u ¨ f ¨ f s u ¨ f 8 . .  .kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1
by using the inclusion O kq1 : O k )O given by Theorem 4. Indeed, from
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w xresults of Almeida and Weil 4 it follows that, if a pseudovariety V satisfies
a pseudoidentity a s b where a and b are implicit operations in the
variables x , . . . , x and implicit operations p , r , . . . , r are chosen such1 n 1 n
that each of the pseudoidentities pr s p is valid in the pseudovariety W,i
 .  .then the pseudoidentity pa r , . . . , r s pb r , . . . , r is valid in V)W.1 n 1 n
Take
v2a x , . . . , x , z s u ¨ f ¨ f .  .1 k k k k k k
v2b x , . . . , x , z s u ¨ f .  .1 k k k k
vvvv 2 2 2ps x w x s x x ??? x e ??? . . .  . /1 k 1 1 2 kq1 /
 .  .  .Then O satisfies pw x s p i s 1, . . . , k and pw z s p . Hencek i k
O kq1 satisfies
pw a s pa w x , . . . , w x , w z .  .  .  . .k k 1 k k k
s pb w x , . . . , w x , w z s pw b . .  .  .  . .k 1 k k k k
Now, we have
vv 2
pw a s x w x w u ? w ¨ w f w ¨ w f .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .k 1 k 1 k k k k k k k k k k
v2s u ¨ f ¨ f .kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1 kq1
2 v kq1 .  .  .and pw b s u ¨ f similarly, and so O satisfies 8 .k kq1 kq1 kq1
 .v  .vRecall that L is defined by the pseudoidentity x yx s yx and that
it satisfies
st v s t v whene¨er all letters occurring in s also occur in t . 9 .
w x1Moreover, Azevedo and the first author 2, Lemma 3.3 proved the
following cancellation property of L:
if L satisfies the pseudoidentity s xs s t yt with s and t in¨ol¨ ing1 2 1 2 2 2
the same letters, but neither x nor y , then x s y and L satisfies 10 .
both s s t and s s t .1 1 2 2
1 An extension of this result to a complete characterization of V L has been recentlyn
w xobtained by Weil and the first author 5 .
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LEMMA 11. Let w s z, w s x e, and, recursi¨ ely, for i - k,kq1, k k , k k
w s x w v . Then L satisfies the following pseudoidentities for some ¨ Xi, k i iq1, k k
and f X :k
w w s w 1 F i F k 11 .  .  .k i , k i , kq1
¨ s ¨ X x w w ??? w k ) 1 12 .  .k k k k , k ky1, k 1, k
f s f X zw w ??? w k ) 1 . 13 .  .k k k , k ky1, k 1, k
 .  .Proof. To prove 11 , we proceed by reverse induction on i. For
i s k q 1, we have:
L * w w s w z s x e s w . .  .k kq1, k k kq1 kq1, kq1
 .For i F k, assuming that L satisfies 11 , it also satisfies:
w w s w x w v .  .k i , k k i iq1, k
s w x w w v .  .k i k iq1, k
v vs x ? x w x ? w by the induction hypothesis . .i iq1 k iq1 iq1, kq1
s x w v by property 9 .i iq1, kq1
s w .i , kq1
 .Next, we establish 12 by induction on k. For k s 2, we have
v X2¨ s w ¨ s w x s x x e s ¨ x w .  .  .2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2, 2
X  2 .vy1  .with ¨ s x x e . Suppose now that L satisfies 12 . Then it also1 1 2
satisfies
¨ s w ¨ X x w w ??? w .kq1 k k k k , k ky1, k 1, k
vXs w ¨ ? x x e ? w w ??? w by 11 .  .  .k k k kq1 k , kq1 ky1, kq1 1, kq1
vy1X 2s w ¨ x x e x w w ??? w .  .k k k kq1 kq1 kq1, kq1 k , kq1 1, kq1
s ¨ X x w w ??? wkq1 kq1 kq1, kq1 k , kq1 1, kq1
X  X .  2 .vy1with ¨ s w ¨ x x e .kq1 k k k kq1
 .The proof of 13 is similar.
 .PROPOSITION 12. The pseudo¨ ariety L fails the pseudoidentity 6 for
e¨ery k G 1.
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 .Proof. Arguing by contradiction, suppose L satisfies 6 for a given
 .  .k G 1. Then, by 10 , looking at the factors in the left and right sides of 6
 .  .which lie between and including the second and excluding the first
rightmost occurrences of x , we obtain the following pseudoidentity which1
also holds in L:
¨ f s ¨ .k k k
 .By Lemma 11 and property 9 , this is equivalent to saying that L satisfies
f X zw w ??? w s ¨ X x w w ??? w .k k , k ky1, k 1, k k k k , k ky1, k 1, k
Now, observing that w starts with the letter x which does not occuri, k i
 .elsewhere in w , by 10 , we can successively cancel on the right thei, k
X X  .factors w , . . . , w . This yields L * f z s ¨ x which contradicts 10 .1, k k , k k k k
 .Hence L fails 6 .
COROLLARY 13. All the inclusions in the following hierarchies of aperi-
odic monoids are strict:
O ; O2 ; ??? ; O n ; O nq1 ; ???
PO ; PO2 ; ??? ; POn ; POnq1 ; ??? .
k  .Proof. By Proposition 10, O satisfies pseudoidentity 6 , which, by
Proposition 12, fails in L. Hence L ­ O k for any k G 1. Now, if O k s O kq1
for a certain value of k, then, by Theorem 4,
O kq l s O k )O l s O kq1 )O l s O kq lq1 .
Therefore, if the O-hierarchy is not strict, it collapses at some point, so
that A s O n for some n, in contradiction with L ­ O n.
Similarly, if the PO-hierarchy is not strict, then it collapses at some
point. Hence, to deduce the strictness of the PO-hierarchy, it suffices to
n n nq1invoke Theorem 8: O : PO : O .
COROLLARY 14. The pseudo¨ arieties POk and O kq1 are distinct for e¨ery
k G 1.
Proof. Suppose that POk s O kq1. Then, by Theorem 8,
POkq1 s Sl)Okq1 s Sl)POk s POk ,
in contradiction with Corollary 13.
Similarly, one can show that, if O k s POk for some k, then O l s PO l
for every l G k. Moreover, from Theorem 8 it follows that O k / POk for
all k also implies the strictness of the O and PO-hierarchies. The question
as to whether O k / POk for all k remains open.
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